
CyberGhost 6.0 for Android: The complete one-click VPN solution to enjoy mobile security and privacy 

Bucharest, January 31st, 2017 – CyberGhost launches an Android native, core VPN service for a seamless 

mobile experience.  

Enhanced with a new Android native API, a faster user interface, and custom profiles, the latest 

CyberGhost 6.0 for Android is offering a seamless mobile experience with rapid connections and 

exceptional performance. 

The new Android app is designed to adapt to various use scenarios such as unblocking streaming services, 

protect and encrypt any connection while on public WiFi’s and offer enhanced anonymity for privacy-

concerned users.  

Considering the growing number of worldwide security vulnerabilities and the diversifying attack vectors 

that are exposing inexperienced users to high risks, Cyberghost VPN has incorporated a unique security 

feature to ensure malicious content protection. The new Android app is also highly configurable allowing 

users to choose from more than 800 servers located in 27 countries. 

CyberGhost 6.0 for Android is part of the new generation of CyberGhost’s privacy and security solutions 

created to encrypt and protect any connection while offering astonishing network speeds. Last year, 

CyberGhost has updated its Windows client and launched a new iOS app as part of a mobile-first strategy. 

“The new Android app is part of a bigger, mobile-first strategy we have developed in the past year. 

CyberGhost has grown tremendously reaching 50 employees and the maturity of a developed, 

experienced company, able to continue the exponential growth in a highly competitive market. Given the 

threats to privacy and security we have witnessed in the past years, I am proud to make the encryption 

technology available to any privacy concerned user”, said Robert Knapp, CEO, and co-founder of 

CyberGhost VPN.  

All the features are integrated into the ready to surf profiles transforming the encryption technology into 

a complete and easy to use solution. The latest CyberGhost 6.0 for Android is available for free download 

at http://bit.ly/CGAndroid   

To find out more about the new features and profiles, please access: 

http://www.cyberghostvpn.com/en/press#materials  
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About CyberGhost 

Founded in 2011 in Bucharest, Romania, CyberGhost is the creator of one of the world's most reliable 

privacy and security solutions in the world. The company secures and anonymizes the online presence of 

over 10 million users across the globe. CyberGhost defends privacy as a fundamental human right, being 

the first in the industry to publish a transparency report while building new user-oriented crypto-

technology for the future. 

The CyberGhost team is currently formed of 50 professionals with a strong background in the IT field, 

based both in Romania and in Germany, the latter being responsible for most of the software 

development. With both teams united by a common credo for internet anonymity, CyberGhost is a major 

supporter and promoter of civil rights, a free society, and an uncensored internet culture. 

About CyberGhost VPN 

CyberGhost VPN establishes a 256 Bit AES encrypted connection to the CyberGhost-network. Here the 

online shown and clear recognizable IP address will be masked and replaced with an innocuous one. The 

Windows-Client is installed fast and is very intuitive. Also available is an iOS App and the support for the 

native protocols PPTP, L2TP/IPSec and OpenVPN; as well as a Mac and Android Client. For more 

information about CyberGhost’s products, visit http://www.cyberghostvpn.com 
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